Cablecraft Assemblers

Cable assemblers stock original Cablecraft components for immediate assembly of control cables to meet your requirements. No other mechanical control system offers the versatility in routing, efficiency and dependability, and performance in extreme conditions. Linking linear motion and control to the most exacting standards.

**Push Pull Applications**
- Throttles
- Latches
- Hitches
- Chokes
- Shifters
- Valves
- Power Take Offs
- Modulators
- Brake Systems

**Types**
- General Industrial
- Utility (Armor Wrapped)
- Marine Max (Stainless Core)
- Low Friction
- HPC (150° C)

**Pull-Only Applications**
- Throttles
- Clutches
- Latches
- Dumps
- Modulators
- Brake Systems

www.cablecraft.com
Complete Line of Cable Assemblies

Push-Pull Cable

Pull-Only Clutch Cable

Pull-Only Brake Cable

Control Heads — Levers — Accessories
About Us

• Cablecraft Motion Controls is a leader in mechanical control assemblies
• Your single source solution for quality cable and linkage products
• Supplier to various markets including: agriculture, race cars, construction equipment and ordnance vehicles

Products

• Mechanical push-pull and pull-only control cables
• Ball joints, rod ends, and spherical bearings
• Custom linkage and cable assemblies
• Hand and foot controls
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